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Abstract: This paper explores the material and affective infrastructure of “This Is Lebanon,” 
a digital formation and pressure group seeking justice for migrant domestic workers in 
Lebanon. It focuses on the case of Lensa Lelisa, a migrant domestic worker from Ethiopia, 
who became the subject of a media panic after a video of her in a hospital bed detailing 
abuse by her employers spread across social media. While dominant media coverage in 
Lebanon questioned Lelisa’s claims, forcing her on national television to recant her 
statements and cast doubt upon her story, “This Is Lebanon” launched an online campaign 
against her employers, a Lebanese family which runs a haute couture fashion line. In this 
way, “This Is Lebanon” has circumvented dominant media coverage of migrant domestic 
workers in Lebanon, creating digital content which shames and “outs” individuals for their 
abuse or mistreatment of migrant domestic workers under the kafala system. This paper 
turns to material and affective infrastructures to understand the notion of “pressure” 
needed for the “pressure group” in the Lebanese media landscape. Seeking to understand 
the way that affects of shame are rerouted from the battered body of the domestic worker 
to the Lebanese employer, this paper explores the way that the outing of complicit 
individuals, institutions, and officials has led the Ministry of Telecommunications to block its 
web domain, as well as the subsequent circumvention of this ban through alternative 
domains and crowd-sourced updates from users with various ISPs. It turns to the forms of 
extranational human labor required to circumvent state mechanisms while at the same time 
examining the implications for forms of national social justice which capitalize on affective 
infrastructures of shame. By pointing to these particular corrupt bodies, the group also 
engages with refusals by Lebanese social media users that "this is Lebanon." These debates 
indicate a refusal to accept shame on a structural level and rather a desire to locate it in 
particular, corrupted bodies. This paper then examines the directionality and form of 
pressure that this pressure group facilitates and the implications for this in the dismantling 
of the kafala system. 
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